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Description:

O Tannenbaum in Gold
CROSS STITCH PATTERN READY TO DOWNLOAD, DESIGNED BY Faby Reilly Designs

This is a green and gold variation of Faby Reilly's ornamental "Christmas tree", where many birds nest.
OTannenbaum in blue is home to blue tits, and the Pink Tannenbaum features doves. This time, Faby Reilly
takes us all the ways to the tropics to meet birds of paradise.

The tree has taken on the colors of orange and gold. Blue-feathered birds with a black crest nestle in the
branches and tropical flowers, birds of Paradise, complete the exotic Christmas scene.

As always, the needlework design based on cross stitch is embellished with special embroidery stitches
including pretty triple crosses and a variation of the heart of Rhodes ... the octagon. High Lustre gold metallic
thread, mother-of-pearl sequins and 2-tone seed beads (gold and iridescent black) complete the embroidery.

For easier reading, the chart is available in 2 parts with first the cross stitch only, then a 2nd chart with all the
embellishment. A comprehensive tutorial is included with the chart for all specialty stitches.
A cross stitch pattern by Faby Reilly Designs.
>> see more patterns for Christmas by Faby Reilly Designs
Chart info & Needlework supplies for the pattern:
OTannebaum in Gold
Chart size in stitches: 110 x 150 (wide x high)
Needlework fabric: Zweigart 28ct Cashel linen, white
>> View size in my choice of fabric (fabric calculator)
Stitches: Cross stitch, Backstitch, Specialty stitches including Rhode's octogon, round eyelet, triple cross stitch
Chart: Color
Threads: DMC, Rainbow Gallery high lustre gold Petite Treasure braid
Number of colors: 12
Other Supplies: sequins, Mill Hills seed beads (Gold and Rainbow)
Themes: Christmas Tree, Gold orange and green, flowering bird of paradise, Strelitzia reginae

>> see all patterns with Christmas trees (all designers)
All patterns on Creative Poppy's website areprintable and available for instantdownload.
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